In order to clarify the relationship between space-suits knee loading and generated human gait, an orthosis that can simulate space-suits knee flexion torque was designed and manufactured. First, upright configuration of human with the orthosis was captured and organoleptic evaluation was carried out on easiness to keep upright configuration. To figure out the determination rule of upright configuration, optimized upright-configurations based on four evaluation indices were clarified by simulation under static condition. The result was compared with the measured data. Second, generated human gait with the orthosis was captured. To figure out the determination rule of generated gait, optimized gaits based on four evaluation indices were clarified by simulation under dynamic condition. Finally, these optimization results showed good agreement with the trend obtained by experiments. As the conclusion, it was clarified that the knee flexion torque exerted from the orthosis is a dominant factor in making decision of upright configuration and generated gait under space-suits knee loading.
点は， Helen Hayes marker set (10) を参考にし， 測定精度を高めるためにより多くのマーカを付け， 合計 28 点とした． 
The resistance torque is included and its weighting factor is the same as those of joint torques. 
